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Abstract  

This paper aims to describe the development of an open source program (jNetPro) 
for network optimization problems. This application has been implemented in Java 
programming language and it has been mainly developed for educational purposes 
rather the solution of large-scale problems. Our motivation was to assist students to 
learn about some graph algorithms and to promote open source software into the 
Department of Technology Management at the University of Macedonia. The jNetPro 
application implements three network optimization algorithms; Dijkstra algorithm for 
the shortest path problem, and Kruskal and Prim algorithms for the minimum 
spanning tree problem. Although there exist several open source software packages, 
emphasis was given at the implementation of a program which can be installed to a 
Debian-based Linux operating system. The first stage of our methodology is to 
present some implementation issues for the creation of a .deb executable package, 
which can be installed to a Debian-based operating system. Next, we describe a 
short guide for the creation of a repository, which could be used by a student in 
order to install the software. Furthermore, we present the graphical user interface of 
jNetPro. Also, the proposed tool has the capability to import and/or export the 
problem data files. This work has two important goals; firstly to provide the users of 
Debian-based operating system with the ability to use the jNetPro for better 
comprehension of such algorithms, and secondly to familiarize students/readers with 
the implementation of open source applications and repositories. 

Key words: Mathematical Programming, Network Optimization, Open Source 
Software. 
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1. Introduction 

Graph theory is a part of discrete mathematics with applications in computer 
science, engineering, telecommunications, chemistry, and sociology. Graph theory 
became a very active research field after the study of Leonhard Euler on the 
problem of seven bridges of Konigsberg [2][1]. The goal of that problem was to find 
a path which crosses all the bridges and return at the starting point, passing only 
one time from each bridge. Several other well-known problems attracted the interest 
of researchers, such as the four-color problem [14]. The use of computers 
significantly assisted the developments in graph theory, since algorithmic 
approaches were not able to solve large graph theoretic problems without efficient 
computer implementations. 

A plethora of software packages nowadays exist, for the teaching of graph theory 
and network optimization. Dosios et al. developed the NetPro [4] which is a 
standalone Matlab-based application, for the teaching of Linear Network 
Optimization. A few years later Karagiannis et al. extended the previous work, by 
developing WebNetPro [7] which is a web-based educational software based on 
Apache web server and Matlab web server. 

The motivation of our work was to develop an open source optimization software 
package software, that could be installed in Debian-based operating systems. More 
specifically, the proposed tool jNetPro is a .deb package that is intended mainly for 
educational purposes rather than large-scale optimization. jNetPro was based on 
previous research efforts with NetPro and WebNetPro, but is now implemented using 
the object-oriented Java programming language. The proposed software package 
jNetPro provides implementations of three network optimization algorithms for the 
shortest path problem and the minimum spanning tree problem. The description of 
these two problems follows in Section 2. In Section 3, a description of the Debian 
GNU/Linux operating system and a guide about creating .deb packages are 
presented. A visual presentation of jNetPro follows in Section 4. Section 5 provides a 
short discussion about the economics of open source software. Finally, conclusions 
are given in Section 6. 

2. Network optimization algorithms 

The shortest path problem is one of the most well-studied problems in optimization 
[10], with several applications in Logistics. The most well-known algorithm for the 
shortest path problem with nonnegative arcs was proposed by Dijkstra in 1959 [3]. 
Assume a directed network G = (N, A) with n nodes and m arcs, where N and A are 

the sets of nodes and arcs, respectively. Each arc (i,j) ∈ A has a distance cij that 

denotes the distance between nodes i and j. The goal of this problem is to find the 
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minimum distances d(i) between each node i ∈ N and node s. The pseudo-code of 

the Dijkstra algorithm is as follows: 

Table 2.1. Dijkstra Algorithm. 

1 

d(s) = 0, d(i) = ∞ ∀ i ≠ s 

2 Partition the set of nodes into two disjoint sets S = {s}, and S΄ 
= N \ S 

3 

While S΄ ≠ Ø ^ {(i,j) : i ∈ S, j ∈ S΄} ≠ Ø 

4 

        d(k) + ckq = min{d(i) + cij : (i,j) ∈ A, i ∈ S, j ∈ S΄} 

5 

        S = S ∪ {q}, S΄ = S΄ \ {q} 

 

Furthermore, in the minimum spanning tree problem we are given a weighted 
undirected graph G = (V, E) with n vertices and m edges, where V and E are the 
sets of vertices and edges, respectively. The goal of the problem is to find a subset 

of edges E΄ ⊂ E, such that it constitutes a tree of minimum total weight. The 

minimum spanning tree problem has a lot of applications in telecommunications, 
computer science, etc.  Two of the most well-known algorithms for finding a 
minimum spanning trees, are due to Prim [12] and Kruskal [8]. The pseudo-code of 
the Prim algorithm is as follows: 
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Table 2.2. Prim Algorithm. 

1 

Select a starting node s ∈ N 

2 While there are isolated nodes do 

3         Choose the minimum weight edge which connects the current  

        tree solution and the remaining isolated nodes 

4         Add this edge and the corresponding incident node into the tree  

        solution 

5         Update the total weight of the current tree solution as also the  

        new neighborhood of the potential isolated nodes. 

 

Kruskal algorithm first sorts the edges in ascending order, according to their weight. 
The pseudo-code of the Kruskal algorithm is as follows: 

Table 2.3. Kruskal Algorithm. 

1 Sort the edges in an ascending order according to their weight 

2 t = 0 

3 While ( t < n – 1) do 

4         Select the next edge (u,w)      

5         If ( component(u) ≠ component(w) )     

6                 Add this edge into the tree solution T 

7                 component(u) = component(w) 

8                 t = t + 1 

 

The above mentioned pseudo-codes show the main algorithmic steps of each 
algorithm. However, the selection of data structures for the implementation of these 
algorithms may affect not only the theoretical complexity but also the efficiency of 
the corresponding computer implementation. 
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3. Debian-Based Operating Systems 

3.1 The Debian GNU/Linux Operating System 

Debian-based operating systems are part of a biggest operating system family [9] 
[15] and a distribution of free software with the same name, based on GNU/Linux. 
This distribution consists of a large number of packages. Every package of this 
distribution has executables, scenarios, documentation, information for the settings 
and it has a maintainer which is the main responsible for package updating, and 
watching for errors in order to communicate with the upstream software package 
creator. The large number of users as well as the error tracking system, guarantee 
quick solutions to almost any problem. Debian-based operating systems are 
extremely popular among the professional users of the Linux community due to the 
stability and technical excellence. Furthermore, Debian is the first Linux distribution 
which has a package management system for easy installing or uninstalling a 
software package. It was also the first distribution which it could update itself, even 
without previously uninstalling the operating system. 

Today Debian has a leader position in Linux development. This development process 
is only one example which proves that the Open Source is a development model 
which can work very well in practice. This is true, even when complex procedures 
should be executed such as building and maintaining an open source operating 
system. Perhaps, the most well-known feature which makes Debian to stand out 
from other distributions is the package system management. This tool gives full 
control to the Debian system manager for maintaining the installed packages at his 
system. Moreover, for security purposes against Trojans and other malicious 
software, the Debian distribution servers, verify that the packages which are 
uploaded by programmers are secure. Should a security problem might appear into 
a package, then the required corrections by programmers are usually very fast. In 
the following sub-section, a guide on creating .deb packages will be visually 
presented step-by-step. 

3.2 Implementation Issues for Creating .deb Packages 

A .deb package can be used into different distributions of Debian-based operating 
systems, such as Ubuntu which was used in our work. These .deb packages have 
two archives; the one is the control information which has the information of the 
package and the other has the program data. One of the most popular programs for 
package management of .deb archives is the “dpkh”, usually using other software 
programs like for example “apt/aptitude”. The .deb packages can also be converted 
to other archive types from other distributions. Also, they can be created by source 
code with the “Checkinstall” program or the “Maker” Debian package. A .deb 
package is actually a zip archive and thus its contents can be easily seen after 
extracting the .deb archive. Figure 3.2.1 shows us the two folders that exist inside 
the .deb file; the “DEBIAN” and the “Usr”. 
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      Figure 3.2.1. The Contents of .deb File. 

The name of our proposed software package has the form “JNetPro_1.1-1_all”, 
which denotes the following information: (package name)_(Biggest 
version).(smallest version)-(Computer architecture). The next step is to create the 
two folders as above and the required subfolders. One of the subfolders is /usr/bin 
where the executables archives of our program will be put. The other subfolder is 
/usr/share/doc where the picture of our program will be put and also one archive 
which allow the user to call the program. Figure 3.2.2 depicts the necessary 
commands for the above tasks. 

 

Figure 3.2.2. Terminal Commands. 

 

In the “DEBIAN” folder an archive with the name “control” must be created. The 
“control” archive is literally the brain of our program. All the necessary information 
related to our software, exist in this archive. Without this archive the .deb package 
does not exist. The contents of this archive are shown in Figure 3.2.3. 
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    Figure 3.2.3. Inside the Control Archive. 

The minimum required parameters which someone must write in the “control” file 
are those shown in Figure 3.2.3. However, the complete parameters are as follows: 

� Package: The name of the package (case sensitive) without blanks between 
letters and without version or computer architecture. 

� Version: The current version of the program, written also to the name of the file 
we created. By changing this number the system is informed that an update exist 

� Priority. The values of this parameter might be: “optional”, “high”, “low”, “extra”. 
If the package is for the needs of the operating system or for security reasons, 
then this value should be set to “high”. 

� Architecture: The computer architecture that our package if for. The values are 
“i386”, “amd64”, or “all” for 32bit architecture, 64bit architecture, or both 
architectures, respectively. 

� Depends: This is a list of packages which are required to be pre-installed 
(dependencies). 

� Conflicts: This is a list of package which should not be installed into our system, 
due to conflicts. 

� Replaces: This field informs the system that this package replace an older 
package. Also, if the name of the new version of package is changed and we 
want to keep the older one, then the new name of the new version should be 
written here. 

� Description: This provides a description of the program. A title and a detailed 
description should be given. 

These are the elements of the “control” archive. In the “Debian” folder two extra 
archives can be created for achieving a better performance of the program. Those 
archives are “postinst” and “prerm”. 
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Figure 3.2.4. Inside the DEBIAN Folder. 

The archives “postinst” and “prerm” are script executables archives. The “postinst” 
archive is a script file which executes some commands after the installation of the 
program. An example of “postinst” is shown in Figure 3.2.5. 

 

Figure 3.2.5. Contents of the Postinst Archive. 

Therefore, after the installation of the program those commands will be executed. 
The next archive “prerm” is also a script archive which is executed after uninstalling 
the program. An example of the “prerm” archive is shown in Figure 3.2.6. 

 

 

Figure 3.2.6. Contents of the Prerm Archive. 
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Both of these scripts must have the appropriate permissions for users and also be 
executables; the permissions must be set between “755” and “775”. Those are the 
basics archives for the “DEBIAN” folder. The next important folder for our package is 
the “usr”. An example of the “usr” folder is shown in Figure 3.2.7. 

 

Figure 3.2.7. Contents of the usr/bin Subfolder. 

The required archive of this folder is the solver archive. This archive is a script 
executable which is executed when a user calls this program. In our case, our 
program executes the solver2c.jar archive. The contents of the solver archive are 
shown in Figure 3.2.8. 

 

Figure 3.2.8. Contents of the Solver Archive. 

Similar to the “postinst” and “prerm” archives, the solver archive must have 
appropriate permissions and should be executable. Needless to say, a user might 
create different and more complex structure in the “usr” folder. This depends on the 
complexity of the program which someone creates. In this point the user should be 
warned that he/she should be cautious if he/she has already installed the program, 
since the apt-get will give an error. Afterwards, the program should be accessible 
from the Gnome Application Menu. In order to do this, an archive is required which 
describes our package. This archive should be put at the /usr/share/application 
folder. The name of our archive was “jNetPro.desktop”, and this is the name that 
afterwards appears at the menu. The contents of the “jNetPro.desktop” archive are 
shown in Figure 3.2.9. 
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Figure 3.2.9. Contents of the jNetPro.desktop archive. 

The parameters of this archive are as follows: 

� Encoding: The coding of the letters. 

� Name: The name of the package. 

� Comment: Comments about the program. 

� Exec: The path of the executable inside our package. 

� Icon: The path of the image inside the package. 

� Terminal: This value can be “true” or “false”. If it is set to “true” the program can 
be started from the terminal. 

� Type: The type of the software. 

� Categories: The name of the menu category that the application will be found. 

� Startup Notify: This value takes “true” of “false” options. If it set to “true” the 
system informs the user that the program is going to start. 

The next step is to create the copyright of the program. Each user might use a 
different license according to the principles of open source or free software. In our 
case we used the GPL license. For this reason, a subfolder entitled “doc” was 
created under the “share” folder, and a copyright archive with our license was put 
there, as shown in Figure 3.2.10. 

 

Figure 3.2.10. Contents of the doc Folder. 
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The next archive inside this folder is the “changelog” file. This archive describes the 
updates of the program. Once all the required archives are made, the .deb package 
can be created as it is shown in Figures 3.2.11 and 3.2.12. 

 

Figure 3.2.11. The commands for creating a .deb package. 

 

Figure 3.2.13. The .deb package which was created. 

There are two ways to install the .deb package. The first is through the software 
management system of the users’ distribution, (e.g., Ubuntu software center). The 
other way is to execute the following command from a terminal: 

� sudo dpkg-i JNetPro_1.1-1_all.deb 

Afterwards, the application can be found to the menu and the user can start it from 
there. 

3.3 A Tutorial for Creating a Local Repository 

This sub-section presents the creation of a local repository in order to install the 
proposed package from there. A motivation of this guide is to create in the future a 
repository to the web server of the Technology Management Department of the 
University of Macedonia. This way, all the students/developers can upload their 
packages in order that other students/user may install them to their systems. The 
apache web server needs to be previously installed to our system. This application 
can be easily installed through Ubuntu software center or by terminal. The path of 
default apache is /var/www/. Here we will create our repository. So, firstly we open 
our file manager with root privileges. In this work, we used the file manager Thunar; 
nautilus in mainly used in ubuntu.  
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Using our file manager we visit the previous path /var/www/ where we created our 
file inside folder “debian” and we move there our package that was created, as 
shown in Figure 3.2.14. In order to create our repository, we go back to /var/www 
folder, open a terminal and execute the command “dpkg-scanpackages debian 
/dev/null | gzip -9c > debian/Packages.gz”. 

 

Figure 3.2.14. The creation of our Local Repository. 

Afterwards, our repository should be inserted to the list of repositories in order that 
our system scan them and install the package. To do that, we open the list of 
repositories with an editing tool and add our repository at the end of the list, by 
writing: “deb http://127.0.0.1 debian/”. Obviously, the address 127.0.0.1 
corresponds to our local server. In the future, we aim to replace this with the 
address of the web server of the Technology Management Department. Then, once 
the list of repositories is updated, we can easily install our package through the 
terminal. 

4. The jNetPro Optimization Software Package 

The jNetPro application is mainly for educational purposes, developed to solve small 
network optimizations problems. It features three algorithms (i.e., Dijkstra, Prim, 
and Kruskal) from two different problem categories (i.e., shortest path problem, 
minimum spanning tree problem). Also, it provides the user with the ability to import 
or export the problem data. The data file that is exported holds information about 
the data as also which algorithm was used. The menu bar of the program provides 
with three choices, as shown in Figure 4.1. The user can create a new problem, 
export/import data or close file, using the “File” choice. Next, there are two problem 
categories where the user can choose between shortest path and minimum spanning 
tree problem. From there, the user can select the algorithm which he wants to call. 

 

Figure 4.1. Graphical User Interface (G.U.I.) of jNetPro. 

As an example, assume that the user selects the Dijkstra algorithm. Afterwards, the 
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user must enter the total number of nodes of the problem (e.g., 6 nodes), as shown 
in Figure 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.2. Entering the Number of Nodes. 

In this case, the program checks that the entered number is between two and eight 
nodes. Since the proposed optimization software package is for educational 
purposes, the application does not accept problems having more than 8 nodes. This 
is because the user needs to enter all the details by hand in text boxes. A warning 
message is shown to the user, if any of the above errors occur, as it is depicted in 
Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.3. A warning Message. 

Next, the program creates two forms for entering the adjacency matrix and the 
corresponding weights and also a text box in order to state which is the starting 
node (e.g., node 1), as shown in Figure 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.4. Entering Problem Data. 

The application informs the user for any error that he/she makes, with a warning 
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message. The jNetPro does some checks before giving the results of the problem to 
the user. These checks due to the structure of the adjacency matrix are as follows: 

� Checks if the user has entered the number 1 into the diagonal cells, (i.e., arcs of 
type (i,i)). 

� Checks if the user has entered number different than 1 or 0. 

The solution is displayed into a new window where the user is informed about the 
shortest distances from node 1 to all the others nodes, (as also the corresponding 
parent nodes), as shown in Figure 4.5. 

 

 

Figure 4.5. The Result of our Problem. 

The jNetPro package provides the user with the ability to save and import or export 
the problem data. For example, a data file is saved locally with a name 
“JNetPro10.txt”.  

The number after the name jNetPro is a random number between 1 and 60. This 
way, the user may import the saved problem data without entering then from 
scratch. A saved problem data file has the following form: 

� Algorithm used: The name of the algorithm which was used 

� Number of nodes: The number of nodes of the problem 

� Initial node: The starting node of the problem 

� Array A: The adjacency matrix 

� Array C: The weight matrix 

 

The user can save a problem data file by selecting “Save problem file” from the 
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“File” menu. Afterwards, a pop-up window asks user for the path that the file will be 
saved, as it is depicted in Figure 4.6. 

 

Figure 4.6. Saving a Problem data File. 

An example showing the structure of a problem data file is depicted in Figure 4.7. 

 

Figure 4.7. Structure of a Problem data File. 

Similarly, a user may import a problem data file by selecting “Import problem file” 
from the “File” menu. 
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5. Open Source Software and Green Economics 

During the last years the open source software has significantly been developed. 
This growth attracts the interest of the business market in open source. Also, the 
number of open source software products diffuses at the market with the apache 
web server dominating the corresponding product category. It is estimated that the 
users of Linux-based open source operating system are between seven to twenty-
one million users, with 200% growth rate. Nowadays, Linux is a leading potential 
challenger to Microsoft Windows in this important market of operating systems. A 
large number of well-known companies, (e.g., Hewlett Packard, IBM, and Sun) 
invest to open source software by funding R&D projects for the development of 
open source software. Also, the collaborative development of open source software 
is considered to be an important organization innovation. 

An interesting point about the vast majority of the open source software developers 
is that they work without payment. However, those open source software products 
will be indeed improved, since the collaboration always assists in correcting errors. 
Most of the open source software developers, consider programming not only a form 
of intellectual work, but also as an art form. Moreover, several developers describe 
open source programming as artistic satisfaction associated to solving complex 
computer problems.  

Furthermore, another important issue is that each open source software project has 
a core team of programmers. This team firstly identifies the needs of certain type of 
software and start discussing about it. Afterwards, this team of programmers calls 
the community and programmers all over the world for testing and correcting the 
program and proposes further improvements and modifications of the product. Once 
the core team has received adequate feedback from the community, it decides which 
ideas are best for implementation and then they add the new proposed 
functionalities to the product. Needless to say, internet plays a crucial role to this 
process, since the communication of all the developers is cheaper and easier than 
ever. 

There are important economic benefits for business companies that adopt open 
source software products [1] [6] [13]. Some of those benefits are the low acquisition 
costs, low total cost of ownership, and great flexibility in choosing hardware and 
software products. Moreover, open source software products usually have a less 
number of bugs, since a large number of developers all around the world check 
them.  

Thus, the majority of the bugs in open source software products are not crucial. To 
continue with, Linux-based operating systems are more secured and not so 
vulnerable in malicious software and viruses. Other, commercial operating systems 
have those types of problems and therefore business companies using commercial 
software products and/or operating systems have significant more expensive costs 
(e.g., need for commercial antivirus, firewall, etc.). 
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It is noteworthy that, a number of organizations such as Mozilla which develops the 
well-known Firefox browser have incomes from donations. The philosophy of the 
community of the users is that, if one software product is really very successful then, 
it would be nice to donate a small amount of money in order to support the 
development of this software. Additionally, other companies such as Canonical, 
charge their costumers for maintenance services. Although, a software product / 
operating system can be indeed open and free, charges could be made for services 
such as configuration and system maintenance. Therefore, business opportunities 
exist for software companies investing in open source software products. 

An increasing number of companies, in public and/or private sector, and 
governments now prefer to use open source software products in order to reduce 
total cost. Moreover, the open source philosophy inspires other organizations such 
as Open Source Ecology1, which is a network of people who want to build the Global 
Village Construction Set (GVCS). GVCS is an open technological platform allowing for 
the easy fabrication of the 50 different industrial machines required to build a small 
civilization with modern comforts. 

6. Conclusions and future work 

The application jNetPro can be used by the students in order to help them 
understand these graph algorithms. By using this program, the student/user can 
easily and quickly solve problems. Also with the .deb package the user can install 
this application into a Debian-based operating system. A future task is the 
implementation of more solution algorithms to solve different type of network 
optimization problems [5] [11]. 

 

                                                           

1 Open source ecology: http://opensourceecology.org 
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